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Abios has joined the call, adds full Overwatch
coverage to platform and API
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Contact: Fraser House
Stockholm, Sweden – May 24th, 2016 – Abios continues to add games to its ever-expanding
roster, with the latest being Overwatch as the game officially launches. Abios makes it simple
for fans of esports and Overwatch to find out when the next match and tournament takes
place with full coverage.
Blizzard’s’ newest IP and much anticipated class based first person shooter has launched.
With the public release Abios has added it to their coverage platform and API. Overwatch has
seen immense growth in run-up to the game's official launch. “Since adding Super Smash
Bros and Call of Duty, we decided it was time to add one of the newest games to esports,” said
Abios spokesman. “Not only is this the twelfth game that we cover, it also marks the fastest
addition, and as of today our current and future partners can find the latest calendar
information, live results, statistics and more in our API. It will of course also be found on our
website, extension and our recently released iOS App, no matter where they are in the world.”
The Overwatch franchise has become one of the biggest BETA successes in gaming history.
The game had over 9,000,000 testers and is one of the most anticipated games of 2016. In just
a little over 7 days there was more than 4,900,000,000 minutes (81 million hours) played. The
future's looking bright for Overwatch and esports is firmly holding on for the ride.

Twelve games covered. Securing the lead even further in esports coverage.
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Heroes of the Storm
Smite
StarCraft II
Smash
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World of Warcraft
Heroes of Newerth

We’re passionate about making it super-easy to follow esports, it’s a global game -so it needs
global coverage. abiosgaming.com/app-landing
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